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Connect to your smart device via Bluetooth™ for a wealth of information about battery capacity and battery
health, cleaning time, remaining dust bin capacity, filter element condition and even the calories you are
burning while cleaning. If you just want to clean, there is no need to use the app at all.

Built-in, independent motor

BMS battery system
offers 60min.
run time

high-speed rotation and powerful pick-up

The upgraded large Soft Roller brush and the built-in 25W motor
provides a strong torque and impressive cleaning power.

Even more efficient!

With the highest quality LG/Samsung developed lithium battery
cells, the ROIDMI S2 offers exceptional cleaning power and
up to 60 minutes battery capacity on the standard power
mode, the S2 can clean areas up to 350m2 on a single charge.
For extra deep cleaning or very dirty areas, the maximum power
mode delivers ultimate suction power for up to 10 minutes.

Washable filter components
The filter can be taken apart and all components can
be washed to avoid build-up of dirt and odours.

Upgraded filter system with four-stage filtration

Fine dust, pollen and common allergens remain inside the R20
filter system leaving the air in your home fresher and cleaner.
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The ROIDMI S2 has a four-stage HEPA-class filtration system
that captures particles as small as 0.3microns.

S2R20
Cordless lightweight vacuum
cleaner with powerful suction!
Blending sleek curves, subtle contemporary colours
and classleading performance, the S2’s ergonomic
design reduces the burden of cleaning.

83dB (Tested at max. level)
Redesigned motor eliminates high-frequency
noise. Noises from the cyclone system
cancel each other out.

The 270° handle offers a wide range of hand grip
positions, reducing pressure on the wrist and
making cleaning easier. Single button control
commands the powerful, high speed digital motor.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Suction power: 130 W at max level

Intelligent photosensitive LED light

Noise level: < 83 dB(A) at max level

The innovative LED light turns on automatically
in dark areas making it difficult for dust
and debris to hide.

Dust bin: 0.4L
Cleaning modes: 3: Standard / High / Max
Warranty: 5 year motor warranty
Weight: Lightweight / 2.6kg
Colour: White / Light grey
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Display: LED-indikators
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Light: Intelligent photosensitive LED light
Battery capacity: 2500 mAH / 72Wh
App: yes

1.5kg lightweight and easy to handle

Vacuuming and wet cleaning: -

Accessories for every cleaning need, whether
you are cleaning up, down, in corners, crevices,
lamps, keyboard, the child seat, etc.

Charging: Magnetic, wireless
Charging time: 2.5 hours
Run time: 60 min. at standard level

Wireless magnetic charger
Simply place the vacuum cleaner in the
magnetic wall mount to recharge.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?:
Charger: Magnetic wall mount, wireless
Main cleaning head: Electric cleaning head
Wet cleaning: Roller: Soft Roller-brush
Mattress brush: Yes
Multi function tool: Crevice tool + multi function brush
Pet brush: No
Flex extension hose: No
Wand: Yes
Cleaning brush: Yes
Storage: Magnetic wall mount
Power supply: Yes

Accessories marked with ”*” must be purchased separately.
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Filter: High Efficiency-filter

